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Abstract: Artificial Neural Networks have been widely used in security and privacy domains for alleviating the issues
of malicious attacks. Several embedded codes like Visual Basic for Application Macros are reasonably powerful scripts
that can help to automate iterative processes in word processing documents. It has been observed that, unethical hackers
exploit these embedded scripts for their malicious intents. Since most of the Microsoft Word users are unaware of such
malicious attacks because they are layman end users and mistakenly considers less suspicious contents. And therefore,
these hackers prefer to use Microsoft Office documents as most vulnerable items for or Attack vectors. As a general
approach, non-executable files are assumed to be less vulnerable than executable files. This implies that these document
files could provide an easy and convenient exploitable pathway that can allow hackers to execute their intended
malicious actions on the victim’s machine. This research paper presents an automatic detection of malicious embedded
codes in general and Microsoft Office documents as a specific case for experimental analysis. This research paper
considered only malicious behavior of the embedded codes i.e. checks the status of inclusion or exclusion of the
executable code. The malicious datasets are developed to create a knowledgebase where documents are pre-processed.
Thereafter the data sets are disassembled using reverse engineering and then malicious features are extracted from the
documents. In this research paper, nineteen different malicious keys were extracted. Later, feature reduction technique
was applied. Based upon actions; these malicious keys were reduced to eight behaviors. Finally, a machine is trained
using artificial neural network with eight input features; extracted from individual disassembled scripts. Afterwards,
output nodes that represent malicious or benign behavior classify the existence of attack i.e. exists or does not exists.
Based on the training model, a total of seven hundred ninety-two samples of documents were tested. Finally, the
research has achieved an average accuracy of 92.2% in the identification of maliciousness of embedded codes in
Microsoft Office documents as a case. This result shows that the proposed system has high accuracy in detecting
malicious Embedded in word processing documents.
Index Terms: Non-executable; Malicious; behavior; suspicious; knowledgebase.

1.

Introduction

An office document of a Microsoft product family is being used in documentation work, and macro functionality is
provided to all of the Microsoft product families for user’s convenience. The most computer users are most familiar with
Microsoft office package tools such as MS word, MS excel, MS power point and MS Access etc. As a general
functionality the Microsoft office documents use macro scripts to automate repetitive tasks. Today the recent nature of
attack vector has also changed from system level to application level. It has been observed in several studies that the
application level attack uses mostly used application software’s such as PDF files and Microsoft office Documents.
Several recent studies revealed that attackers embed the malicious code in this application software’s.
As a matter of facts, the Microsoft office products have their own default security mechanism that prevents the
executions of macros by themselves up to a certain level. But on several cases, attackers can forcefully bypass those
security mechanisms. Nowadays attackers have changed their attack vector from operating system level to the application
level. Particularly, they concentrate their efforts on finding vulnerabilities in application software’s such as Microsoft
office documents and Portable Document Format (PDF) files. This is because of its complex data structure, which allows
the embedding of code, such as JavaScript and Visual Basic for Application (VBA) macro and provides different kinds of
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to control the way documents are displayed. These complex data structures
and rich functionality make such applications prone to vulnerabilities [1]. According to the report [2] most popular file
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types for targeted attacks were Portable Document Format (PDF) and Microsoft office files. In addition, the report of
Kaspersky labs stated that, in 2013, 91% of organizations were hit by the cyber-attacks and 9% were the victim of
targeted attacks. Since most of the official documents in government and private organizations having confidential
information are stored in Microsoft Office Documents. And also, the most user are unaware of such kinds of attacks.
Today Microsoft Office Documents have become a popular avenue for exploitation of such kinds of attacks. In order to
overcome such challenges, the installation of antivirus software is not sufficiently effective in capturing embedded
executable. This encouraged this research paper to develop an additional detection mechanism that can enhance the
protection of the aforementioned confidential and precious documents [14].
Macro viruses make up the majority of mobile code attacks in the world. Macro viruses account for over half the
infections reported each month. The U.S Department of Energy, which maintains the virus response team for the
government, claims macro viruses represent 85% of their tract infections [3]. In addition a study [4]exposes the weakness
identified both in Microsoft Office and OpenOffice documents and how one can bypass those security setting and execute
embedded scripts. This paper covers three main aspects; including macro security level, trusted locations and digital
signature of document. The other paper focuses on only detecting embedded malicious executable code an apparatus
includes: an office document extension name searching module for, when the office document is opened, checking
whether or not the corresponding office document has an office document extension name; a macro detecting module for
detecting whether or not the office document having the extension name has a macro function; and an execution code
checking/parsing module for checking whether or not the office document having the macro function has an execution
code, and checking whether or not the execution code is executable [5,6].
The structure of Microsoft office 2007 and higher versions have the security features and techniques to bypass this
security mechanism discussed [7,8,9]. Discusses structure of Microsoft office 2007, techniques that reveal how data are
concealed and how to bypass the security mechanism set to Microsoft Office files. This clearly shows that there are
different advanced techniques that allow attackers to use Microsoft office files as a weapon to attack organizations and
individuals.
Thus, the prime goal set for this research is to identify malicious behaviors of Macro scripts and propose a system
that automatically detect malicious behavior of macros in Microsoft office documents.
2.

Relate Work

Jonathan Dechaux, Eric Filiol and Jean-Paul Fizaine in their paper “Office Documents: New Weapons of Cyber
warfare” explores different weakness identified both in Microsoft Office and OpenOffice to bypass those security
setting and execute automatically malicious macros. The paper covers three main aspects: macro security level, trusted
locations and digital signature of documents [5].
In macro security level the paper discloses the vulnerability of macro security and how to bypass this security level
simply by changing the values set under the registry. The paper presents the different security issues with respect to
macros. By default, in office security policy the macros are not allowed to be run unless they are in a “trusted location”.
However, it is possible to modify this default security setting according to the need and wish of every user. Macro
security level is handled in the windows registry base. Indeed, the registry key involved in the security is located in the
HKEY_CURRENT_USER section of the registry base.
When installing the Microsoft Office suite, various trusted locations are set up, as defined in the Office security
policy, any macro in those trusted locations will be executed by default, and whatever may be the level of security
chosen by the user. Some of these trusted locations offer the possibility that the subfolders are also considered and
managed as trusted ones. Trusted locations are managed at the registry base level, in the registry section.[17]
HKEY_CURRENT_USER
Finally, in digital signature of document the paper presents the vulnerability of documents and how one can bypass
the security under digital signature. Creating and adding digital signatures in Microsoft Office 2007are extremely easy.
The user has just to click on the “office” button and then choose the prepare option and then the “Add a signature” one.
Whenever no certificate is present, Microsoft Office asks the user to create one and to select a certificate type Microsoft
Office we mainly use the RegOpenKeyEx, RegSetValueEx, RegCreateKeyEx and RegCloseKey function to manipulate
the registry key in a suitable way for our attacks [16, 13].
This paper did not provide absolute solution for the mentioned vulnerability instead it discloses the vulnerability to
the attackers.
Another analysis made by “Philippe Lagadec” entitled with” OpenDocument and Open XML security
(OpenOfﬁce.org and MS Ofﬁce 2007)” focused on security issues linked to native features of the file formats and
applications. In this analysis most interesting features for security concern, such as VBA Macros, are not covered in the
open XML specifications. Microsoft and ECMA consider these features as proprietary technologies that are outside the
scope of the open XML standards [6].
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Proposed System Architecture

Today, identification of an object and classifying it into its appropriate classes become a wide area of research. In
the architecture proposed by this research paper (i.e. figure 1) the identification of an object passes through a series of
steps/procedures that is proposed to be applied to differentiated items, in which each new item must be categorized in to
one of a predefined class based on the basis of observed attribute or features. This section discusses the design and
architecture of the proposed system for the detection of malicious macros in Microsoft office documents.
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Fig 1. Architecture of the proposed system

Most frameworks for the detection of malware bearing documents are almost the same. Fig 1 shows the proposed
system architecture for detection of malicious macros in Microsoft office documents and each component will be
discussed hereafter.
4.

Experiment

In this research, malicious features of Macro Scripts were identified and a machine is trained by their behavior to
detect later those behaviors later. A knowledgebase was created as a result of the training process. The knowledgebase is
later used during the identification of unknown samples of the given dataset. Fig 1 shows the proposed system
architecture.
The research expected to have
A. Feature Exraction
In this research study, a total of nineteen suspicious keys were extracted from these eight features selected by a
method called feature reduction. The selected eight features are discussed as followsAuto-execute: suspicious keys that were included in this behavior executes when a new excel work book or an
office document is opened.
Bind malicious action with keys: this class of suspicious behavior binds an action with frequently used keys.
Connect to remote server: this class of suspicious behaviors connects to remote server.
Create object: May create an Object Link Embedded (OLE) objects.
Manipulate registry value: this class of suspicious behavior manipulates the registry value so that the default
settings may be changed forcefully.
Obfuscation: this class of suspicious behavior attempt to obfuscate strings.
Open port: this class of suspicious behavior open windows port.
Run executable file: this class of suspicious behavior may run an executable file or a system command.
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B. Maintaining the Integrity of the Specifications
First features were extracted from the collected datasets and the malicious features were defined. The system was
trained with the extracted features and knowledgebase was created by the system through which the system would
check the features for the next level i.e. for the testing phase. Since labelled data were used for the system, a supervised
machine learning method were used to identify the class of the document. In this paper, an Artificial Neural Network
with feed forward multilayer perceptron architecture was used for training because of its favorable properties that make
it an excellent choice for object classification.
In feed forward multi-layer perceptron architecture, the neural networks have distinct input, output and hidden
layers where the output from one layer of neurons feed forward into the next layer of neurons. There are never any
backward connections, and connections never skip a layer. Typically, the layers were fully connected, meaning that all
units at one layer are connected with all units at the next layer. A feed forward multilayer neural network consists of a
layer of input units, one or more of hidden units, and one output layer of units.
For this experiment, the eight measures of central tendency and dispersions representing malicious features of
macros were used as input values (nodes) and two were used as output values (nodes), which leads to have two nodes
(benign and malicious) in the output layer. The number of hidden layers is determined to be four. Using this the system
classifies the given input datasets as it shows in table 1.
Table 1. Summary of the identification
Target Class
Output Class

1

2

1

51

8

2

0

43

Total

51

51

Percent corrected

100%

92.2%

The summary result of the identification showed that from the total test set of 102 samples, 94 (92.2%) were
identified correctly and 8 (7.8%) were not identified in its correct classification. Numbers 1 and 2 represents benign and
malicious classification
The training process finally generates a knowledgebase which contain the complex relationship between various
feature values malicious data. The knowledgebase become the primary input for the decision-making process in this
research study.
5.

Dataset Identification

Identification of dataset is made by making use of the knowledgebase created during the training phase. The
procedure used in this phase was similar to that of the training phase except that the dataset was not labelled. Unknown
dataset samples pass through pre-processing processes. Then, the features discussed above were computed where the
system matches against the knowledgebase to predict the maliciousness of the dataset.
6.

Experiment

A. Dataset Collection
A total of 792 data are collected from the VXheaven machine learning repository. For this experiment eight features
were selected that identified the maliciousness behavior of Visual Basic for Application (VBA) macro scripts.
B. Training
Identification of an object using a machine learning approach has two basic phases: training and testing. In the
training phase, data is repeatedly presented to the pattern recognizer, while weights are updated to obtain a desired
response. Thus, we design the identifier by partitioning the dataset into training, validation and testing dataset. From the
total dataset 70% was used for training, 15% for validation and the remaining 15% was used for testing. Since the
expected output is a sequence of binary digits, a sigmoid transfer function was used to output 1 in the correct class of the
output vector and to fill the rest of the output vector with 0.
During the training, the connection weight of the neural network was initialized with some random values. The
training samples were input to the neural network in random order and the connection weight were modified according
to the error. This process was repeated until the mean squared error (MSE) fell below a predefined tolerance level or the
maximum number of iterations is achieved. The validation set was used for improving generalization of the results.
During the training process the error in the validation set is monitored. The validation error normally decreased during
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the initial phase of training, as does the training set error. However, when the network begins to over-fit the data, the
error on the validation set typically begins to rise. When the validation error increases for a specified number of
iterations, the training is stopped, and the weights and biases at the minimum of the validation performance as
mentioned in the figure-II was measured at 16 iteration and the validation error was 0.042025.

Fig. 2. Best validation performance

C. Test Result
From the collected malicious dataset, 24% of the total which was not included in the training set was used to test the
performance of the system. Among this 92.2% of documents are correctly classified and 7.8% of misclassified by the
machine after training. From the result it was observed that the proposed system architecture performance found very
high.
From the obtained result we can conclude that the developed architecture which performs sound on classifying new
documents to benign or malicious based on the trained behaviors.
7.

Conclusion and Future Works

In this research paper, the experimental analysis process has extracted features that uniquely identifies malicious
behavior of macros in Microsoft office documents. This research is a unique and new knowledge contribution to the
researchers and malware analysts. Antivirus companies may be the exclusive beneficiary as a new dimension for
detecting malicious actions in Microsoft documents in offline and real-time modes. This can be done by selected
features to be incorporated to their database signatures.
In addition this research uses machine learning approach inorder to train the machine to identify malicious
behavior of macros in word processing documents.
As an extension and recommendation; better results may be achieved by using hybrid approach for both static and
dynamic machine learning approach and changing the learning algorithms.
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